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The FACULTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (FDP) program can be a powerful tool to enhancing the academic, positive institutional climate and intellectual environment in the institute. The aim of all these training programs is changing method of teaching and to enhance the efficiency and performance of their teaching skills by improving faculty thinking range and teaching confidence. It has been suggested that comprehensive FDPs should have four development components: professional, instructional, leadership, and organizational. Key features of effective faculty development give a high priority to experiential learning, provision of feedback, effective peer and colleague relationships.

In the augural speech Dr. Samir Patel, welcomed Ms. Judit Usha Tarcy (Hungary) and briefed about what is going to be covered in the session. Dr. Patel highlighted the importance and objectives of organizing such FDPs. He shared his views with the faculty participants that if faculty wants to develop themselves and their students, then attending such faculty development programs would enhance their skills of teaching concepts practically.

Venue: Engineering Building (Room No. : 106)
Time: 2:30 pm to 4:00 pm
Ms. Judit Usha Tarcy starting the Seminar with her experience of making “Mind Game for Learning” presentation. After that she shared her own point of view for memory that no one is satisfied with their memory and she emphasized doing yoga for brain development. To improve our memory we have to do brain yoga, meditation and eat healthy food at good time. Games are key part for improving mind capability of thinking. She discussed very meaningful points on “Learn By Game”.

- Speed of thinking
- Memorization power
- Attention
- Open Mind
- Flexibility
- Strategy
- Cooperation
- Handle the failure

Ms. Judit Tarcy also discuss the “Ron White” (USA memory champion) techniques for memorizing. She asked the members to follow “put it down technique” in which, we put memorized word in the nature, furniture and architecture or our daily routine objects.

5 topics which are key for memorized.

- Focus
- File
- Picture
- Glue
- Practice

She had ended program by practicing with one example for memorized her name, her daughter’s name and address. She emphasized on doing such exercise for 90 days for improving focus by Playing game, Meditation, observe the nature, physical exercise and eating consciously. The seminar was really interesting and knowledgeable.

Dr. Samir Patel ended the FDP session by giving overall conclusion of mind games for learning and thanked the speaker for sharing her valuable time for us.

Total : 44 participants took the benefit of this event.
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